**HOT WEATHER CONFIGURATION**

1. **Huron™ Hot Weather Boonie Hat (HRN-BH107)**
   - Design Features:
     - Wt. 3.00 oz.
     - Poly mesh
     - Draw string with loop lock adjustment

2. **Huron™ Hot Weather Uniform Combat Shirt (HRNHWU107-CS)**
   - Design Features:
     - Elbow reinforcements.
     - Antimicrobial Polartec® Power Dry® polyester is double plaited to wick sweat away from your skin.
     - Treated with No Fly Zone® Insect Repellent Technology
     - Treated with Moisture Control System (M.C.S.) Technology
     - Sizes: Small - 2XLarge

3. **Huron™ Hot Weather Uniform Blouse HRN-HWU107-T**
   - Design Features:
     - Two Breast Pockets with Ventilation
     - Bar Button Front Closure
     - Two Zipper Sleeve Pockets
     - Fully vented back panel
     - Sizes: Small - 2XLarge

4. **Huron™ Hot Weather Uniform Pant (HRN-HWU107-P)**
   - Design Features:
     - Groin, waist band and knees incorporate 4-way stretch Tw eave for added range of motion, comfort, and abrasion resistance
     - Universal Knee Pad Pockets with Knee Cinching Tabs
     - Two Front and Two Rear low profile slash pockets
     - Two Cargo Pockets with ventilation
     - Low profile design allows the pockets to lay flat when not in use
     - Internally Sewn, Poly Mesh Boot Gaiter to keep out debris
     - Regular and Long Sizes: 28-40

**WET WEATHER CONFIGURATION**

5. **Huron™ Wet Weather Uniform Jacket (HRN-CWU106-J)**
   - Design Features:
     - 100% Waterproof and Seam Taped
     - Highly Breathable
     - Full Front Zip Design
     - Two Front Slash Pockets with waterproof zippers
     - Adjustable Velcro® tabs at the wrist
     - Drawstring adjustable hem
     - Adjustable hood that works under or over a helmet
     - Extremely Lightweight and Packable
     - Sizes: Small - 2XLarge

6. **Huron™ Wet Weather Uniform Pant (HRN-CWU106-P)**
   - Design Features:
     - Extremely lightweight and packable
     - Each Pant Leg Features a Full Length, Waterproof Zipper, with a Snap closure
     - Highly Breathable
     - Elastic Drawstring Pant Cuff
     - Single Snap Closure Fly with Waterproof Zipper
     - Regular and Long Sizes: 28-40

**TEMPERATURE RANGES**

- **HOT WEATHER CONFIGURATION**: 60˚-120˚
- **WET WEATHER CONFIGURATION**: 32˚-76˚
**WIND/COLD WEATHER CONFIGURATION**

7 Huron™ Grid Fleece ½ Zip Mid-Weight Top & Pant (HRN-CWU102-T & HRN-CWU102-P)

- Superior Wicking Action
- Grid Channels Reduce Weight & Increase Warmth
- Extremely Packable
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

8 Huron™ Wind Shirt (HRN-WS300)

- DWR treated for water repellency
- Elastic Cuff’s
- Wt. 3.9 oz
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

9 Huron™ Combat Cold Weather Uniform Jacket (HRN-CWU105-T)

- Agility 2-way stretch fabric
- DWR treated
- All pockets can be used as ventilation points
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

10 Huron™ Combat Cold Weather Uniform Pant (HRN-CWU105-P)

- Groin, waist band, knees and cargo pockets incorporate 4-way stretch twill for added range of motion, comfort, and abrasion resistance
- Two Front Slash Pockets
- Two Rear Pockets
- Two Cargo Pockets
- Universal Knee Pad Pockets
- Knee Cinching Tabs
- Two Cargo Pockets
- Sizes: 28R-40R

**COLD WEATHER CONFIGURATION**

11 Huron™ Grid Fleece Beanie (HRN-BEANIE)

- Superior Wicking Action
- Fast Drying
- One Size Fits All

12 Huron™ Grid Fleece ½ Zip Mid-Weight Top & Pant (HRN-CWU102-T & HRN-CWU102-P)

13 Huron™ Mid Weight Polartec "Alpha" Jacket (HRN-CWU103-T)

- Extremely light weight and packable
- Waterproof Zippers
- Dual point adjustable insulated hood
- Two front hand pockets
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

14 Huron™ Cold Weather Waterproof Puff Jacket (HRN-CWU107-J)

- 100% Waterproof and Seam Taped
- Extremely Lightweight and Packable
- Pant Suspenders
- Elastic Drawstring Pant Cuff
- Regular and Long Sizes: 28-40

15 Huron™ Cold Weather Neoshell/Waterproof Puff Pant (HRN-CWU107-P)
LEVEL 2

The Huron™ Grid Fleece ½ Zip Mid-Weight Top (HRN-CWU102-T) was designed to provide maximum warmth from minimal weight and reduce your body’s overall exertion during movement and activity.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Ultra lightweight Polartec® Power Grid™ fleece
- Superior Wicking Action
- ½ Zip Pullover Style for easy on and off
- Grid Channels Reduce Weight & Increase Warmth
- Fast Drying
- Extremely Packable
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

LEVEL 2.5

The Huron™ Wind Shirt (HRN-WS300) proves that sometimes simplicity in design is the best solution. Built for the minimalist, it is a feather weight, durable, ultra packable, take anywhere, garment that you will never leave home without.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- DWR treated for water repellency
- 40D Shadowbox ripstop nylon
- Quarter zip for weight reduction and easy don/doff
- Elastic Cuff’s
- Fitted collar with drawstring
- Drawstring waist
- Comes in a 9”x3.5” stuff sack
- Wt. 3.9 oz
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

The Huron™ Grid Fleece Mid-Weight Bottom (HRN-CWU102-P) was designed to provide maximum warmth from minimal weight and reduce your body’s overall exertion during movement and activity.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Ultra lightweight Polartec® Power Grid™ fleece
- Superior Wicking Action
- Fast Drying
- Extremely Packable
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge
The Huron™ Mid Weight Polartec® "Alpha" Jacket (HRN-CWU103-T) is an ultra-light, packable, minimalist, low loft jacket that provides comfort, durability, and weather protection. Alpha® insulation was developed specifically for U.S. Special Forces that require a more advanced insulating material that regulates core body temperatures during both dynamic and static activities.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- DWR treated 70D ripstop nylon outer shell
- Polartec® Alpha® quilted insulation
- Full Zip with two zippered hand pockets
- Drawstring Hem
- Elastic wrist cuffs to prevent heat from escaping
- Extremely Lightweight and Packable
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

The Huron™ Combat Cold Weather Uniform Jacket (HRN-CWU105-T) is a minimalist jacket that provides comfort, durability, and weather protection.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Agility 2-way stretch fabric
- DWR treated
- Two Breast Pockets with Ventilation
- Two Lower Hand Pockets with Ventilation
- All pockets can be used as ventilation points
- Two Sleeve Pockets
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

The Huron™ Combat Cold Weather Uniform Pant (HRN-CWU105-P) is an ultra-light, packable soft shell pant that provides ample protection from wind and light rain. The Pants combine 2-Way Stretch Softshell material and a 4-Way Stretch Tw eave for comfort and durability.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Groin, waist band, knees and cargo pockets incorporate 4-way stretch tw eave for added range of motion, comfort, and abrasion resistance
- Two Front Slash Pockets
- Two Cargo Pockets
- Two Rear Pockets
- Universal Knee Pad Pockets
- Knee Cinching Tabs
- Bar Button and Velcro® fly closure
- Boot cuff drawstring adjustment
- Sizes: 28R-40R
The Huron™ Cold Weather Combat Smock/Soft Shell (HRN-SMK001) is a feature-rich, heavy duty, soft shell garment that adapts to varying weather conditions and operational environments. Whether conducting a long range mobility, sniper, or a recon and surveillance mission, this jacket gets the job done like nothing before it. We designed the Smock as a “Load Carriage” jacket. Its intent is to provide the wearer with ample storage space for food, water, communications, ammunition, and medical supplies.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- DWR treated
- Removable Hood
- Assortment of pockets capable of carrying 6 magazines, 2 Radios, Water, food, and med supplies
- Communication pass through ports
- Underarm zips for ventilation
- Reinforced Elbows that except our D3O pads
- Antimicrobial Mesh lining
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

The Huron™ Approach Anorak/Soft Shell (HRN-ANRK001) is built with high strength, abrasion resistant, 4-way stretch Tweave and is ideal for more rugged use. We designed the Anorak with ample storage space throughout the garment. Three main front external pouch pockets close via zippered closure to secure items. The two side pouch pockets act as an unimpeded pass through to access your kit when worn over a body armor vest.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- DWR treated
- Removable Hood
- Front zipper pocket with mag storage
- Two side pockets with pass through to Kit
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

Huron™ Cold Weather Uniform Anorak/Hard Shell (HRN-CWU106-ANK)
Huron™ Cold Weather Uniform Jacket/Hard Shell (HRN-CWU106-J)
Huron™ Cold Weather Uniform Pant (HRN-CWU106-P)

Our complete line of HRN-CWU106 Clothing items have a minimalist design, built using Polartec® NeoShell®. NeoShell® is an engineering breakthrough for waterproof breathable fabric technologies. Dynamic air exchange at the surface provides the unrivaled ability to stop water and wind permeation without restricting the release of excess body heat and moisture vapor. A true waterproof breathable.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- 100% Waterproof and Seam Taped
- Anorak/Jacket Sizes: Small-2XLarge
- Pant Sizes: 28R-40R
The Huron™ Cold Weather Neoshell/Waterproof, Puff, Anorak/Hard Shell (HRN-CWU107-ANK) is an insulated, weatherproof, bombproof, ¼ zip, and pullover style jacket, built using Polartec® NeoShell®. The Anorak is insulated with PRIMALOFT® Gold to provide incredible warmth for its weight. The Anorak has a roll-and-stow capable kangaroo pouch. The kangaroo pouch allows the wearer to access their kit or armor without removing the jacket. It is cut larger to be worn over other layers or kit, yet its construction and design leave a sleek appearance.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Highly Breathable
- Extremely Lightweight and packable
- Two way waterproof kangaroo flap zippers
- Two way adjustable hood
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

The Huron™ Cold Weather Waterproof Puff Jacket/Hard Shell (HRN-CWU107-J) is a full zip, insulated, waterproof, hard shell jacket, built using a Polartec® NeoShell® outer layer and a PRIMALOFT Gold insulation. It is an insulated, weatherproof, bombproof, jacket. This combination provides the ultimate weather barrier for use in the harshest of combat environments.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Extremely light weight and packable
- Waterproof Zippers
- Dual point adjustable insulated hood
- Two front hand pockets
- Sizes: Small-2XLarge

The Huron™ Cold Weather Neoshell/Waterproof Puff Pant (HRN-CWU107-P) was built with an elastic waist to allow for expansion and contractions when you’re layering over other garments. It also features for loop-locks for the addition of suspenders. The pant leg features a full length, 100% waterproof zipper which allows you to don and doff quickly.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- 100% Waterproof and Seam Taped
- Pant Suspenders
- Regular and Long Sizes: 28-40

**LEVEL 7**

**ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES**

The Huron™ Grid Fleece Beanie (HRN-BEANIE) is constructed entirely of lightweight Polartec® Power Grid™. The Beanie can be worn stand alone or under a Helmet.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Superior Wicking Action
- Fast Drying
- One Size Fits All

The Huron™ Insulated Neck Gaiter (HRN-GTRN-PGF)

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Polartec® Power Grid™
- Superior Wicking Action
- Grid Channels Reduce Weight & Increase Warmth
- Fast Drying
- Lightweight

The Huron™ Hand Warmer (HRN-HW001) is a must have for any Next Generation Warrior® or Outdoorsman. It can be easily attached to your belt or worn via the adjustable waist strap.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- DWR Treated 4-Way Stretch Material
- Insulated with 6 oz. PrimaLoft® Gold
- Lined with Polartec® Wind Pro®

The Huron™ Advanced Split Hand Warmer (HRN-HW002) is identical to our original with the addition of a durable separating zipper that allows the user to use the hand warmer in multiple configurations.

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- DWR Treated 4-Way Stretch Material
- Insulated with 6 oz. PrimaLoft® Gold
- Lined with Polartec® Wind Pro®
- Center separating zipper to allow 2 piece mitten style wear
**Huron™ Combat Uniform Top (HRN-CU109-T)**

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, No Melt/No Drip, 50/50 Nylon-Cotton (NYCO)
- Full button blouse with Velcro® closure at the neck
- Long Sleeve with D30 Elbow Pad Pockets
- Velcro® Loop for ID placards
- Fully vented back panel
- Sizes: Small - 2XLarge

The Huron™ Combat Uniform Top (HRN-CU109-T) is a lightweight, No melt/No Drip, blouse built to take the abuse of combat while maintaining comfort. Built using a lightweight 50/50 nylon cotton (NYCO) blend it incorporates venting in key areas to enhance breathability over standard NYCO uniform tops.

**Huron™ Combat Uniform Shirt (HRN-CU109-CS)**

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, No Melt/No Drip, 50/50 Nylon-Cotton (NYCO)
- Quarter Zip Collar
- Two Zipper Sleeve Pockets
- Flame-Retardant XGO 2FX Stretch
- Wrist Cuff Velcro® Cinching Tabs
- Universal Elbow Pad Pockets with Internal Securing Sleeve
- Sizes: Small - 2XLarge

The Huron™ Combat Uniform Shirt (HRN-CU109-CS) is a lightweight, No melt/No Drip, blouse built to take the abuse of combat while maintaining comfort. Built using a lightweight 50/50 nylon cotton (NYCO) blend it incorporates venting in key areas to enhance breathability over standard NYCO uniform tops.

**Huron™ Combat Uniform Pant (HRN-CU109-P)**

**DESIGN FEATURES:**
- Lightweight, No Melt/No Drip, 50/50 Nylon-Cotton (NYCO)
- Waist Band, Groin and knees incorporate 4-way stretch
- Tweave backed with Flame-Retardant XGO 2FX Stretch for added range of motion, comfort, and abrasion resistance
- Two Front Low Profile Slash Pockets
- Two Rear Low Profile Slash Pockets (Holds 2)
- Two Cargo Pockets with internal Mag Sleeves (Holds 4)
- Universal Knee Pad Pockets
- Regular and Long Sizes: 28 - 40

The D30 (P5) Elbow and Knee Pads offer great protection whilst remaining flexible and comfortable. They perform well across a wide range of temperatures and are field-tested by soldiers and specialist units in combat, making them ideal for the defense and PPE market in particular.